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Abstract
Public engagement and collaboration through networked practices—known as networked participatory scholarship (NPS)—may influence academic culture to “support, amplify, and transform scholarship” (Veletsianos & Kimmons, 2012, p. 768). This study examined the open online scholarly community #FemEdTech as it engages in NPS to create, collect, and curate value statements to generate iterative codes of conduct. Contents of tweets that include the Twitter hashtags #FemEdTech and #FemEdTechValues were thematized. The findings are represented as a visual metaphor of a map charting the fluid nature between policy design and implementation, described as the #FemEdTech Cartography. This collaborative policy creation can serve as a model to shift academic culture towards more socially just practices using open scholarship to address the pressing issues of our time.
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In five minutes of lightning insight, I will attempt to answer the research question: how can policy shift academic culture towards more democratic, equitable, globally-just practices?

To do this, I looked at networked participatory scholarship (Veletsianos & Kimmons, 2012) and their “webs of significance specific to open networks” (Stewart, 2015, p. 34) in power differentiated communities and their situated knowledges (Haraway, 1988).

Specifically, I took a deep dive into the open scholarly community, #FemEdTech, using a bricolage of tweet and blog content analysis (Stewart, 2017), arts-based research, and material semiotics (Rosiek, 2017). More specifically, I have drawn “comics the scholarly way” (Kuttner, Sousanis, & Weaver-Hightower, 2017) by engaging in comics-based research.

Participants will join me on an epic journey through the #FemEdTech cartographies (see Figure 1). We will perambulate across ecological metaphors: rivers, forests; mountains as we encounter danger metaphors: Internet orcs, trolls (see Figure 2), and dragons. We will forge new paths to discover hidden hero stories, carelessly erased through negligence. More deeply, we will expose and retell those stories that have been historically systemically excluded through colonialism, capitalism, misogyny, and racism.

Now is the time for telling of these new stories, re-remembering of old ones almost forgotten through the nourishment of diverse ecosystems, and assembling new futures.
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